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Methods for improving Longitudinal Coherence

External laser seed:

- Direct Seeding 

- HGHG

- EEHG

Coherence control:

- FEL Oscillator

- HBSASE

- eSASE

- pSASE
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Self-seeding

2012

LCLS hard-x-ray：

2014

LCLS soft-x-ray：

1997

J. Feldhaus proposed self-seeding  

J. Feldhaus et al., Optics Comm., 140 (1997)

D. Ratner et al., PRL 114, 054801 (2015)

J. Amann et al., Nature photonics(2012)

Problems of self-seeding：

Self-seeding schemes have been proved to be reliable methods for soft x-ray 

and hard x-ray FEL generation . However, the longitudinal coherence and 

stability still require further improvement.



Self-seeding at SINAP

SXFEL user facility 

1.6 GeV, ~1nm

SASE-----self-seeding

Soft x-ray self-seeding is one basic 

operation mode of SCLF, 0.4-3keV

Lines: SASE(soft and hard x-ray 

self-seeding),  External seed



Sideband in SXSS

2014 LCLS soft-x-ray SXSS experiment：

Bandwidth： 0.15~%

SASE： 0.2%

Ideal condition：0.01%

Peak power jitter：50%

Critical problem in soft x-ray self-seeding

D. Ratner et al., PRL 114, 054801 (2015)



High efficiency TW FEL

1. Self-seeding can be used to generate TW 

FEL radiation if tapering adequately  the 

undulator after saturation.

2. Sideband is the main barrier to enhance the 

efficiency and achieve TW FEL radiation.



Sideband induced by μBI
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Prediction:

Sideband in SXSS is mainly 

induced by michrobunching 

instability produced by 

LINAC

Z. Zhang et al., Physical Reviews Accelerators Beams 19 

(2016) 050701.



3D simulations with the parameters of SXFEL

Electron beam parameter Value Unit

Electron beam energy 1.6 GeV

Energy spread 0.01% -

Peak current 1.5 kA

Bunch length 40 fs

Normalized emittance 0.45 mm-mrad

Mono. Central energy 1.243 keV

Mono. Resolution power 1/10000 -

Mono. Power Efficiency 0.03 -

Undulator period 0.0235 m

SASE undulator length 20 m

Seeded undulator length 20 m

Main parameters for the simulations

The simulation 

parameters  are based on 

the SXFEL user facility
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3D simulations with the parameters of SXFEL



Sideband due to a single frequency energy modulation
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The 3D simulation results 

fit quite well with the 

theorical predictions

Genesis simulation (single frequency 

modulation)

Kaiqing Zhang, et al, NIMA in Physics Research A 882 (2018) 22–29

Modulation amplitude: 0.3 MeV

Modulation wavelength of 3.6 μm



Michrobunching instability suppression

Laser heater is the one efficient method to

suppress the MBI, the sideband can be

also suppressed to a certain level, but

laser heater can not be used to eliminate

the MBI induced sideband

Kaiqing Zhang, et al, NIMA in Physics Research A 882 (2018) 22–29



Eliminating sideband in SXSS via phase-mixing

Without chicane
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With chicane

Efficient and easy to implement

The sideband bunching decreases with the

Intensity of the magnetic chicane 

Kaiqing Zhang, et al, NIMA in Physics Research A 882 (2018) 22–29



R56=0.001 R56=0.02

Kaiqing Zhang, et al, NIMA in Physics Research A 882 (2018) 22–29

Eliminating sideband in SXSS via phase-mixing



Calculating the power ratio as a

function of the strength of the

magnetic chicane. The power

ratio drops quickly with the

increase of the intensity of the

magnetic chicane

and the sideband is almost

vanishing when the R56 reaches

15mm. The power of the

coherent self-seeding signal is

nearly unchanged for different

strengths of the chicane

Kaiqing Zhang, et al, NIMA in Physics Research A 882 (2018) 22–29

Eliminating sideband in SXSS via phase-mixing



1.Pedestal-like sideband appears 

as predicted 

2. The pedestal sideband is  also 

eliminated by adding a magnetic 

chicane  

Without chicane：Pedestal-like sideband 

appears

With chicane：Pedestal-like sideband 

diappears

Kaiqing Zhang, et al, NIMA in Physics Research A 882 (2018) 22–29

One more practical case utilizing a frequency 

chirped energy modulation electron beam

Eliminating sideband in SXSS via phase-mixing



Without chicane With chicane

S2E simulations

Simulation for the 

phase-mixing chicane 

was performed by 

elegant considering 

CSR effects

Kaiqing Zhang, et al, NIMA in Physics Research A 882 (2018) 22–29



1.The purpose of the proposed method is not

to eliminate the MBI, but the MBI induced

sidebands. The spectral sideband is caused by

the frequency beat between the MBI at

micrometer scale wavelength (2-10μm) and

the coherent seed at x-ray wavelength.

2. You can find that the required R56 for

smearing out the MBI at long wavelengths

should be very large. Nevertheless, the

required R56 for eliminating the MBI induced

sideband in SXSS is relative small.

the bunching factors between the MBI 

and the sideband as a function of the R56

𝑏𝑛,𝑚

=  𝑒−1/2[𝑛𝐵1+(𝐾𝑚+𝑛)𝐵2]2𝐽𝑚[−(𝐾𝑚 + 𝑛)𝐴2𝐵2]

Eliminating sideband in SXSS via phase-mixing



Enhancing the peak power of SXSS

1. Self-seeding can be used to generate TW FEL if

tapering the undulator adequately after saturation.

2. Synchrotron oscillation exits in the phase space of

electron beam when tapering the undulator after

saturation, prebunched and tapering the undulator

adequately can keep this synchrotron oscillation

and suppress the sideband



Conclusion

Simulations have been perform for SXSS with initial energy modulations

at long wavelengths and the results demonstrate the theoretical predictions.

A simple method is proposed to suppress the pedestal-like sideband by

adding a magnetic chicane before the self-seeding undulator.

The chicane is not very strong, so it can not eliminate μBI in the electron

beam, but seems quite effective to suppress the sideband.

The proposed method can also be applied to a hard X-ray self-seeding

FEL to suppress, or even eliminate the sideband.

Thanks!!!


